Phone Shane 0458 491 428 S’cool holiday films on the big screen
By the time you set your eyes on this
article, one week of the NSW school
holidays will already be over. That’s
one week of kiddie- and family-friendly
movies on show at the Nimbin Bush
Theatre that you may have already
missed.
Luckily for everyone, there’s still
another week of movies to be screened
during the second week of the holidays,
as well as the venue’s monthly film night
on Friday 10th July.
For the toddlers and tweens, the last
half of the mid-year school hols will
see the gorgeous G-rated films, How
To Train Your Dragon (on Tuesday 7th
July) and Charlie & the Chocolate Factory
(on Thursday 9th July), both starting at
11am.

For those blossoming teenagers (and
adults alike), the more challenging
Hunger Games will show on the
Tuesday 7th from 1.30pm, and the
iconic animation, Avatar, will close the
Theatre’s set of daytime holiday movies
on the Thursday (9th July), also at
1.30pm (both are rated M).
As per usual, the Phoenix Rising
Café (next door to the Theatre) will be
open from 9am through to 4pm, should
parents and others wish to spend time
close by until their offspring are done
with film-watching.
And whilst this tasty selection of
cinema for the young at heart is still
appealing for adult minds, the Bush
Theatre’s monthly movie night will see
a more mature piece of cinema screened

on the night of Friday 10th July: the
hilarious Australian movie, The Mule
(rated MA), starring Hugo Weaving
and Angus Sampson, apparently based
on a true story from the 1980’s. In a
way that only Australian films know
how, The Mule invites us to join an inept
first-time drug smuggler on a darkly
comical romp as he struggles to prevent
his body from surrendering its illegal
cargo into the hands of Australian
Customs officials.
Tickets for all movies are available
for purchase either at the door or
online at: www.nimbinbushtheatre.com/
events including a meal’n’movie deal
for the monthly movie night, and a
complementary serve of popcorn for the
daytime holiday movies.

NAIDOC Day celebrations in Nimbin
Nathan Hourigan 0420 215 716

SERVICING ALL AREAS
E: it2gets2me@gmail.com
Lic: 210143C

by Amber Seccombe
Nimbin will celebrate NAIDOC day
in style again on Friday 10th July,
from10am to 2.30pm in Allsopp Park,
Nimbin.
The event officially begins with a
community walk from the hospital
to the park. Please feel free to adorn
yourself in your finest red, black and
yellow as we acknowledge and stand
in support of Indigenous brothers
and sisters from around Australia,
particularly those in communities
affected by recent political bullying and
forced closure.
Once again we are blessed to host a
great variety of local talent including
Blakboi, Billy Smith and Dhinawan
and son. Local custodians will open the
celebrations and no doubt provide plenty
of Goorie humour to the mix!.
Come with family and friends, stretch
out in a sunny spot, sample some of the
tasty food available, have a dance or
just soak in the culture and good vibes.
There will be a covered Elders space with
a good supply of fresh tea and comfy

Smoking ceremony at last year’s NAIDOC celebration
chairs available throughout the day.
The celebration will acknowledge the
national NAIDOC theme for the year:
‘We all stand on sacred ground; learn,
respect and celebrate’. It is with gratitude
and deep respect we acknowledge the
Original custodians of this area, Elders
both past and present, all Aboriginal

and Torres Strait Islander people of this
region and the Ancestoral Spirits that
reside alongside us each and everyday.
Yoway!
If you would like to volunteer on the
day or make any further enquires please
contact Nimbin Aged Care and Respite
Services on 6689-1709.

Arakwal NAIDOC Week film screening

Klaus Walter

0427 108 677
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The Arakwal Corporation,
Flickerfest & iQ are thrilled
to present a selection of
inspiring aboriginal short
films selected from the
finalists of Flickerfest 2015.
This programme will take
you on a special journey
with some of the freshest
aboriginal filmmakers today.
Highlights include:
Bush Mechanics – In the
central Australian desert,
four Warlpiri men travel
to visit a powerful elder at
a remote outstation. On the
road they must overcome
mechanical mishaps and
the trickery of a mischievous
spirit. It will take all of their
bush ingenuity to keep their
car running and themselves
alive.

Bush Mechanics
One Fine Day – Trying to
stay strong for her family on
what proves to be a distressing
and difficult day, a young
woman comes to realize that
some things in life are beyond
her control. All that is left is
love and hope.
High Tide – Can Jamie set
his fishing line aside for one
night in order to catch the girl

of his dreams?
How Do We Get to Space:
Love Punks & Satellite Sisters
– Something is happening
in one of the hottest & most
remote places of the world…
In the small Aboriginal
community of Ieramagadu
(Roebourne), Western
Australia, an unlikely group
of 11-year olds wearing found

objects, wacky hats and face
paint create the world’s first
Aboriginal interactive comic
book, NEOMAD.
Come along and enjoy these
unique stories from incredible
aboriginal filmmakers and
support the celebration of the
culture of our first Australians
in NAIDOC week with this
programme of amazing films
screening 6.30pm, Tuesday
7th July, at The Byron
Theatre.
It is a fundraiser for the
Arakwal Corporation and
supported by the Indigenous
Coordination Centre.
Tickets are available at The
Byron Theatre and online or
at door. $10/8 concession.
Details/info: www.iQ.org.au
or 0414 779881.
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Over the airwaves
with Bob Tissot

The world according to Magenta Appel-Pye
Little Ukulele Miracles

T

est… test… Is this
mic on? OK…
Hello, and welcome
to “On Air”, a new program
for both the receptionally
disadvantaged as well as our
regular glued-on, frequencymodulated afficionados. Each
month (hopefully), I’ll be
bringing you up-to-date with
all the news, scandals and
titbits of trivia from NIMFM. But first, a big, phat
reminder…
It’s July, and everybody’s
membership is due. $33 or
$22 concession for 12 full
months. That’s less than 8c/
day. Not a member? Well,
now is a great time to join.
This could be the beginning of
your astounding radio career.
We have a couple of lonely
time-slots right now just
hankering for somebody to
love; it could be you. Training
is naturally available.
And now, it’s time for
‘Spotlight’, where we get
behind the microphone and
find out who’s doing all the
talking. This month we’re
talking to Sylph (pictured),
the voice behind our relatively
new program, “Soul Drop” –
Thursday 10am – noon.
OA: Sylph, so, what attracted
you to radio? Oh and
welcome to “On Air.”
Sylph: Thanks Bob. Well, I’ve
wanted to do a radio show
since I was 12. I started
listening to Reggae and
Hip-Hop and I remember
thinking how cool it would
be to have my own radio
show. But even before that,
I’m not sure how old I was, I
heard This is Love and it just
floored me.
OA: That would be Bob
Marley?
Sylph: Yes. From the Kaya
album. There was also a lot
of Motown and soul in my
life back then.
OA: Anyone in particular?
Sylph. No. All of them! Lots
of people move me but
particularly the old Motown
love songs. The passion
with which they’re sung
and arranged makes them

M

y oldest student, 91 years young, Ray
Ellis pranced into my seniors ukulele
class, hugged and kissed me and said, “Thank
you Magenta.”
“What for?” I asked.
“You gave me the ability to do my first solo
gig ever!”
Ray gave up the mandolin at 75 because he
could no longer remember songs. On his 88th
birthday, his daughter gave him a ukulele to
stave off the Alzeimer’s.
At my seniors class, he realised how much
fun the ukulele was, and bought himself a

device to record the songs to practice at home.
Ray went to the Canberra Folk Festival
and attended the daily ukulele workshops.
They offered him a solo spot on the big stage.
Always one to push his comfort zone, he
accepted.
On stage, his hands were shaking so much
from fear, he wondered if he would be able
to play. He told the audience he needed to
use his device to sing along with because of
his memory loss. He started, but realised he
had forgotten to turn it on and admitted it,
gaining a laugh. He performed ‘The Rose’
with all his heart and soul.
At the end there was silence. He thought
they mustn’t have liked it, stood up and took
off his uke strap, when a deafening roar of
applause engulfed him. The audience were
stunned, delighted and inspired by this brave
man. The next artist came on and said, “How
am I going to follow that?” A lady came up
and said ‘The Rose’ was her favourite song
and burst into tears. You always know you’ve
got them if they cry.
Ray told me if someone had predicted he
would be performing a solo gig singing and
playing the ukulele at 91 years old, he never
would have believed them.

Opportunity
timeless. True love songs,
and they’ve inspired so much
soul, R & B, hip-hop and
trip-hop. I’ll be listening to
something new and urban
and I’ll be thinking “What
is that in the back?” and it’ll
turn out to be some soul
poetry from the seventies.
OA: And what does Sylph do
when she’s not behind the
microphone?
Sylph: Visionary Art, Bob. At
festivals and things like that.
But I’ve been doing that for
a long time and right now
I’m taking a bit of a break.
Focusing on my show, which
is my joy right now.
OA: And it’s a joy tuning in
on a Thursday morning
Sylph. Thanks for chatting.
Sylph: Thanks Bob.
And now, getting a little
musical, my recommendation
for the month is Dirty Soul
from Chich and the Soul
Messengers, a CD which
was recorded live over the

weekend of Valentine’s Day at
Linear Studios. This Sydney
4-piece consists of Chich on
the vocals and Simon Morel,
Yann Charavel and Brad
James on guitar, bass and
drums. This CD is absolutely
solid soul. You can hear it
at: www.chichmusic.com Free
stream of the whole album.
Then you can buy it. Nice
work gents.
Another CD worth the
listen was Classic Stellar
Overdrive by The Psyde
Projects, a trio of beatmasters from Melbourne.
To quote from the web page,
D’Fro, ILResponce and Mr
Moonshine’s music is littered
with catchy hook lines and
punchy rhymes that send
dance floors stir crazy while
the “heads” still get to head
bang. Amid all this, global
conquest is not far from their
thoughts. Some call it hip-hop
and some just call it hip.
That’s it for me. ’Til next
time… Ciao.

Unusual friendship

The Nimbin Flix movie presentation in July is
The Lunch Box.
Lonely housewife Ila (Nimrat Kaur) decides
to try adding some spice to her stale marriage
by preparing a special lunch for her neglectful
husband. Unfortunately, the delivery goes
astray and winds up in the hands of Saajan
(Irrfan Khan), an irritable widower.
Curious about her husband’s lack of
response, Ila adds a note to the next day’s
lunchbox, and thus begins an unusual
friendship in which Saajan and Ila can talk
about their joys and sorrows without ever
meeting in person. Dialogue in Hindi with
English subtitles.
The movie will show on Saturday 18th July
at Birth and Beyond, doors open at 6pm for a
6.30pm show. Warm food and drinks are also
available on the night. Come and try our new
and comfortable chairs.

www.nimbingoodtimes.com

by Marilyn Scott
Certainly was a big Solstice.
I felt it approaching, ‘A Big
Healing Gathering’ were
the words I used to invite
friends down for a Solstice
gathering here at magickal
Mahalia. But as with most
things, it manifested in its
own unique manner.
You can get a feel of the
vibe, the energy in the air,
but how it will unfold in
the physical, I reckon, is
very difficult to predict,
if not impossible. ‘Cause
the future, and that means
the very next minute is
always dependent on ‘now’.
Everything unfolds from
where it is. Yes there’s chaos
in our universe but there’s
also a lot of order. There
are natural laws, universal
laws… like the strings/
chords of this mighty matrix
we find ourselves a part of.
It’s interesting to listen,
or recall, the words that
come out of your mouth. I’d
often suggest this to clients,
when working as a therapist.
We always teach what we
most need to learn. Words
can slip from the mouth
without much thought, bit
scary really, considering
the words we speak and the
thoughts we think have such
an impact on our life. It’s
like we’re dropping these
seeds as we’re meandering
along… unaware of what
we’re creating.
It was one of the
first Astrology books I
discovered; I was only young
~ possibly a combination of
my innate personality and
the early events in my life:

I was looking for answers,
beyond the surface… and
being the 1950’s surface
shine was everywhere. I
began with psychology
books, devoured them for
a while, then I discovered
an Astrology book, I
recognised immediately it
was an ancient science, it
was very familiar. The book
said something I’ve always
remembered, something like
~ the future cannot be told,
the future lies in the hands
of ‘God’. I understood what
it meant.
The future is created from
today, from now. Yes, we live
in dark times… who would
have thought that Australia
would fall this low. This
Ancient, Sacred Land… the
original Australians said
to be the oldest civilization
on Earth, a civilization
that loved, nurtured and
cared for this sacred land
for thousands of years. Our
European history hasn’t
been so grand ~ wars and
more wars, famines, greed,
dictatorships. A human
being removed from his
divine source, is a dangerous
animal to have around.
We all carry a connection
to the divine, a real one…
not a belief. But when we
stray from this, we lose our
humanity, we lose our self.
So how do we change
things? How do we
feel empowered? That’s
important… as feeling

disempowered and fearful
creates a victim mentality,
and we’re not victims ~ we’re
a human being. If only we
knew just how truly amazing
that is. If only we knew just
what we held inside us. I’m
sure there’s a purpose in
the big scheme of things…
for us, as a society, to have
fallen so low. In India they
call it the Kali Yuga, the
darkest age, the Age that
precedes the Golden Age.
It’s been described as ~ the
age of darkness, where moral
value and mental capabilities
reach their lowest point
in the cycle. Well, that’s
evident.
But it’s also an opportunity
~ when times are dark,
the light becomes more
obvious... it becomes clear
to see what’s real. I believe
great things are possible
now. But it’s up to each and
every one of us. We are the
solution, we are human
beings ‘created in the image
of god’ they say. We carry
the lamp of the divine
within us wherever we go…
we need to access this. Not
through blind belief, not
through dogmas… but we
need to know it’s real.
I’ve mentioned often that I
feel it’s the ending of an age
and the beginning of a new
one… I sense that strongly.
We are all being called to
stand tall and be the divine
human beings we are.
Have a great July.
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Nimbin Headers a headache for visiting teams
half time. The visitors had plenty of
possession, but didn't create many
clear-cut chances, and were duly
punished by conceding another
counter-attack goal. A late goal
from Mark Wright made it tight at
the end, but it wasn't enough and
Casino hung on for a 3-2 win.

Headers forward Phil Courtney slots in the opening goal against Workers

by Gary and PAC + photos
Men's 6th Division
Round 8 Saturday 30th May
Nimbin Headers V Lismore Workers
Workers were in top spot and the
Headers were third, so this was
going to be a juicy encounter.
On the one-minute mark Workers
have a corner and the Headers
defence deals with it. Then on four
minutes the Headers with some
nice passing get the ball to Phil
Courtney who slots the ball past a
diving Workers keeper who gets his
hand to it but can’t prevent it from
going in on the left hand side of the
northern goal, Headers 1 Workers
0.
Then there’s a cross from the
Headers and a forward nearly
gets his head onto it. On the next
Headers attack, a shot hits the
post. Then it’s down the southern
end and Workers shoot wide. A
free kick for the Headers, and Phil
Courtney takes it and the Workers
keeper can’t hold it and it’s headed
back at goal, but this time the
keeper holds onto it.
Then it’s the Workers with a
corner and Kyle Chaplin shoots,
trying to chip the keeper, but Nigel
Hayes is wise to it and saves. And
that ends the first half as Nimbin
Headers are just shading it one-nil.
Early into the second half,
Headers get their second goal as a
ball is feed through to left wing man
Gary Whisker who smacks it past
the Workers keeper at his near post.
A few minutes later Workers put
one in, but it’s called offside.
The next Workers attack produces
fruit, as their No. 7 breaks through
the defence and slots one in:
Headers 2 Workers 1.
Workers concede a corner and the
ball is swung in by Gary Whisker
and Headers midfielder Dean Huff
heads, just over the bar.
So after the final whistle, Headers
are in second spot and Workers
drop down to third as Lismore
Thistles won away at Ocean Shores
4-1 to take top spot.
Men's 2nd Division
Round 8 Saturday 30th May
Nimbin Headers V South Lismore
Inside the first minute, Headers
live-wire and licence to roam Beau
Grabovsky scores, probably one of

the quickest goals I’ve seen at the
Headers ground. Later he gets his
second from a lovely cross by Huon
Campbell.
South Lismore gets a corner
after the Headers keeper spills
the ball after a shot on goal. From
the corner the ball is cleared, but
Souths get back possession and
from a nice cross the ball is smacked
into the net to make the score
Headers 2 Souths 1.
Headers' Ori Grabovsky has a
shot but it’s saved by the keeper.
The Headers are hammering
Souths now, and some nice
footwork by Chilo Pike gives the
ball to Phil Courtney who bursts
through the defensive line and is
one-on-one with the keeper. There’s
only one result, another goal for the
Headers.
Headers midfielder Rye Levy has
a run at the defence and fires one in,
but the Souths keeper saves, so the
half time score is Nimbin Headers 3
South Lismore 1.
At the start of the second half,
Headers forward Beau Grabovsky
scores with 20 seconds gone to get
his hat trick, now this is definitely
the fastest goal at the Headers
ground.
A defensive error at the back lets
a Souths forward pounce onto the
ball and just helps it into the net,
Headers 4 Souths 2.
Some great passing by the
Headers gets the ball onto forward
Phil Courtney who gets his brace.
Phil Courtney is mesmerising the
Souths defence now, and makes a
lovely pass to Chilo Pike who halfvolleys over the keeper to make the
score Headers 6 Souths 2.
The passing by the Headers now
is a treat to watch, and a ball from
Phil Courtney to Ruben Mack
makes the final score Nimbin
Headers 7 South Lismore 2.
Men's 6th Division
Round 9 Saturday 13th June
Casino Cobras V Nimbin Headers
With key players missing, the trip
to Casino proved to be a fruitless
one.
The Headers never really got going
in this match, and the home side
took full advantage by scoring two
deflected goals against the run of
play. Grant Mercer slotted home
from 10 yards out to make it 2-1 at

Just after the kick-off, Headers forward Beau Grabovsky scores against Souths
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Men's 2nd Division
Round 9 Saturday 13th June
Bangalow V Nimbin Header
Before this game Bangalow were
on 3 points and in ninth place and
Headers were on 15 points and in
fourth place.
With seven minutes gone,
Headers forwards combine to open
the scoring, with Phil Courtney
hitting the ball over the defence for
Beau Grabovsky to hit it past the
keeper.
But not long after, Bangalow
level up with a great cross and a
thumping header past the keeper.
Headers' Rye Levy gets fouled
and the free kick is taken by Phil
Courtney, who hits a looping shot
which bounces just in front of the
Bangalow keeper and up into the
roof of the net: 2-1 the Headers.
With half an hour gone, Bangalow

Headers keeper Graeg Stieler make a save late on at Burringbar
Men's 6th Division
Round 10 Saturday 20th June
Ballina Seahorses V Nimbin Headers
An icy wind blew from one end
of the pitch to the other in this
encounter, and with that at our
backs, we took a 2-0 lead into half
time, courtesy of two well-taken
goals from Harry Waddington
and Michael Longmuir. A pair of
defensive blunders in the space of
10 minutes gifted Ballina a way
back into the contest until a late
breakaway goal converted by Harry
secured all 3 points for the visitors.
3-2 to the Headers.

Bangalow were doing
everything to slow the
Headers attackers down
have a free kick which brings a goal,
to level things up again at 2-2.
Not off-side this time, Beau
Grabovsky runs to the far post, has
to turn and come back and slots the
ball into the net Headers 3-2.
A nice pass out from midfield for
Headers forward Phil Courtney
who shoots – the keeper saves
but loses the ball which spills to
Ori Grabovsky who has a shot
that comes back out to Phil again
who makes no mistake this time:
Headers 4-2 and the first half comes
to a close.
Beau Grabovsky is caught offside again – he’s too quick for the
defence and the officials, as the offsides are well into double figures by
now.
With ten minutes down Beau is
through on goal and the flag and the
ref don’t blow up this time as he gets
the Headers their fifth goal and his
third. On the three quarter mark,
Beau gets his fourth goal, and a
little later comes off the field for the
rest of the game.
It’s all one-way traffic now, as
Headers forward Phil Courtney hits
a shot which is tipped over the bar
by the Bangalow keeper who lands
hard and injures himself, holding up
the game for a while, but recovers.
With about ten minutes to go, Phil
Courtney puts in a superb cross right
into the dot shot area and Rye Levy
meets it with a thunderous header to
give the Headers a lead of 7-2.
And right on the whistle, Bangalow
Bluedogs get their third goal.

Men's 2nd Division
Round 10 Saturday 20th June
Burringbar V Nimbin Header
In Round 1 Burringbar came to
Nimbin and beat them 2-1 on the
back of a brilliant goal-keeping
performance, with their keeper
making numerous point-blank
saves.
I thought Burringbar at home
was going to be tough, as they were
in second and the Headers were in
third spot on the ladder.
But Burringbar were short
on players due to numerous
circumstances. They had the bare
minimum and the Headers had one
on the bench.
The Headers started like a
whirlwind and kept the intensity
up for the whole 90 minutes. But
Burringbar has an early corner,
which is dealt with by the defence.
Headers centre forward Beau
Grabovsky has a few runs at the
defence, finding his range. On the
next run he goes to the goal line on
the right hand side and passes out
to Chilo Pike who crosses the ball
for Phil Courtney to fire one past
the Burringbar keeper and in off the
post for the opening goal.
The next goal comes on the 12th
minute: another cross, this time
by Ruben Mack to Phil Courtney,
who takes the ball out of the air and
with a little touch fires it past the
keeper to make the score Headers 2
Burringbar nil.
Four minutes later, Headers
playmaker Phil slots in another

goal, but a Headers player was offside.
The game is getting a bit feisty
now and a Headers player gets
booked.
Just over the half an hour mark,
Headers centre forward Beau
Grabovsky kicks a ball over his head
which catches the keeper out as the
ball loops into the right hand side of
the goal, Headers now 3-nil.
Towards the end of the first half,
Beau Grabovsky gets his brace for
the Headers and just afterwards
gets another yellow card for a foul
on the same Burringbar player
as before, so he has to leave the
field. So at the break the score is
Burringbar 0 Nimbin Headers 4.
Burringbar are trying to keep
pace with the Headers, but their
attack keeps breaking down. On 12
minutes Headers have a shot which
is stopped by the keeper but not
held. The ball spills out to another
Headers player who fires it back –
this time held by the keeper.
With 24 minutes gone, the
Burringbar Bandits get some joy
with a well-taken goal that gives
them hope and confidence of a
resurgence. But in the next passages
of play the Headers keeper makes
two splendid saves, one horizontal,
to push the ball round the post for
a corner.
Four minutes later Headers' Chilo
Pike dribbles around a couple of
defenders to slot the ball past the
keeper to give the Headers their
fifth goal.
Then two Headers players get
booked as the game gets heated.
Headers' Phil Courtney picks up
the ball on the half-way line and
takes it to the right hand side line,
going past a couple of defenders
down to the goal line. Cutting back
inside, he goes past a couple more
defenders and flicks the ball past the
keeper at the near post to give him a
hat-trick for the afternoon’s work.
A few minutes later he gets
injured and has to come off, leaving
the Headers with nine players on
the park. But the game finishes
Burringbar Bandits 1 Nimbin
Headers 6
Women's 3rd Division
14th June V Richmond Rovers (away)
This game proved to be an arm
wrestle, with Rovers taking the lead
and holding out wave after wave of
Headers attacks. It looked to be
heading for a victory for the home
team until Tess Rutley slotted a
nice goal to ensure the points were
shared in a 1-1 draw.
21st June V Ballina (away)
The rain came down and the wind
blew wild on the coast making it
hard for either team to play good
football. Ginger O'Brien and
Continued next page
nimbin.goodtimes@gmail.com

19th June V South Lismore (away)
With only 11 players available for this
Lauren Jeffreys scored a goal a-piece
Friday night clash in Lismore, it was
to give the visitors a 2-0 lead at half
going to take a big effort from everyone.
time. Unfortunately, with conditions
It was all Nimbin for the first 20
14th June V Lismore Workers (away)
deteriorating, the referee decided to
minutes and that was reflected in top
From top to bottom. Workers were
abandon the match before the second
striker Gabe Morahan scoring twice.
at the foot of the ladder, but looked
half kicked off, meaning this fixture will determined from the outset to change
Taking a 2-0 lead into the second half,
need to be replayed.
the Headers continued in the same vein
that fact. They took the lead midway
and Gabe deservedly completed her hatthrough the first half, only for Jasmine
Women's 5th Division
trick before Souths pulled one back.
Evans to finish off a good team goal for
12th June V Richmond Rovers (away)
the visitors and make it 1-1 at half time. Lucy White then opened her account
With Rovers sitting on top of the league, Both teams had good chances to win it,
for the away team after more great work
this looked like a daunting prospect for
but this match was decided by a scrappy from Gabe.
the women, but they took to their task
And that's how it finished. 4-1 to the
own goal that gave Workers a muchwith relish and rose to the challenge.
mighty Headers and a very satisfying 3
needed 2-1 victory. Needless to say the
Defending stoutly, the Headers repelled Nimbin women left feeling disappointed. points in the bag.

Continued from previous page

the Lismore outfit until well into the
second half, before finally being defeated
3-0.

Nimbin Headers Juniors
by Mark Wright

The three youngest teams in the
Headers this year have started their
season in style, playing with undeniable
enthusiasm and total enjoyment,
scoring goals galore and proving to be
an unstoppable force in each of their
competitions.
The Grade 6’s have two teams,
the Nimbin Nitros and the Nimbin
Naturals, and the Grade 7’s are the
Nimbin Eagles.
The Grade 6’s players are Tamati, Kai,
Lazar, Aragorn, Soloman, Layla, Luano,
Sage, Kayli, and most recently Resna.
They are experiencing their first year
of football and have amazed all with
their natural ability to play the beautiful
game. Whilst winning nearly all their
games, they have proved themselves to
be good sports, humble in victory and
gracious in defeat. These fantastic kids
now know what it means to be a Header,
learning all about what it takes to be
part of a team and a great club. They
spring from many different schools, have
met through soccer and formed great
friendships on and off the park.
The Grade 7’s are made up of five
brilliant young footballers. Brighton,
with the biggest kick on the team, is
a defensive workhorse, cleaning up
opposition attacks then booting the ball
up-field, often finding the net in the

FIREWOOD
Super Forest Plantations

Phone Reuben 0448-677-106
Pick up: Monday to Wednesday
200 Blue Knob Rd, Nimbin
Deliveries: Thursday, Friday

Also:
2m to 8m round poles
Fenceposts, Sawdust

NIMBIN VALLEY GROWN PLANTATION TIMBER,
NOT FROM THE NATIVE FOREST

Magenta Appel-Pye

Psychic Healings and Readings
3rd Generation Psychic Medium

Psychic Development class: Tuesdays 4-6pm
Dreaming class: Fridays 11.15am – 12.30pm
Mullumbimby

Phone Magenta 6684-4215

ADVERTISE HERE

Grade 6 in action v Lismore Thistles
process. Kallen is the dribbling demon
of the team, weaving like a magician
through the opposition to slot the ball
home from close range. Emogen is the
most selfless player in the squad with
the most accurate passing game which
she uses to great effect, winning the ball
and laying off perfect passes that have
led to many of the multitude of goals
the team has scored thus far. Willow
utilises his strength and pace to great
effect, pushing the ball past defenders
then shooting with power from long
and short range into the goal. Last but
definitely not least is Mikah, the newest
player in the 7’s. Mikah has slotted into
the team seamlessly, playing with gusto,
tackling hard and regularly chiming in
with many a goal!

and be seen in

As coach of these three teams on
Thursday afternoon training, I am
enjoying my time with this great group
of children. They truly are a credit to
their parents and the community. They
have been co-operative and attentive,
and as a result their skill level and team
play have reached very high standards,
and all three teams are the strongest in
their respective divisions. We keenly
await the match of the season in the
Grade 6’s when the Naturals take on the
Nitros in an all-Nimbin Headers home
clash.
I would also like to thank the parents
of the Grade 6 teams who have all stood
up and taken on the role of running the
teams on Saturdays when I cannot be in
two places at once.

16,000 copies monthly of

This size ad FULL COLOUR

from only $60 per month

Phone 6689 1148

nimbin.goodtimes@gmail.com

Nimbin Headers Grade 7 trying
hard to please the coach

Grade 7 Nimbin Headers Mikah Brighton
in action v Lismore Thistles

Nimbin Holiday Club Winter Program
The Nimbin Holiday Club is operating
during the school holidays from the
Nimbin Community School room at 81
Cullen Street.
The day runs between 9am and 3pm,
for children aged 5 – 12. To book,
phone NNIC on 6689-1692 (between

10am and 4pm) or text Kylie on
0487-576-281.
Please ensure that your child wears
appropriate clothing, covered shoes,
brings a hat, and has adequate food and
drinks for the day.
This programme is funded by NSW DEC

LISMORE – NIMBIN
NIMBIN – LISMORE
BUS SERVICE

Crossword
Solution

Ph: 02) 66226266 Fax: 02) 66226682
Email: wallersbuscompany@bigpond.com

Contact us for a very competitive quote on quality seat-belted
coaches, capacity 18 to 59 including wheelchair accessibility
Full timetable on-line at: www.wallersbus.com

From Page 28

Normal Mon-Fri Week
Leaving
Lismore Transit Centre
7.00am
8.00am
12.00pm
2.35pm
3.20pm
5.30pm

Arriving
Nimbin – Main St. (Park)
7.30am
8.45am
12.35pm *
3.10pm
4.15pm
6.00pm

Leaving
Nimbin – Main St. (Park)
7.52am
9.00am
12.45pm
3.25pm
4.30pm
6.05pm

Arriving
Lismore Transit Centre
8.50am
9.35am
1.15pm *
4.10pm
5.15pm
6.35pm

* Mondays & Thursdays Only

www.nimbingoodtimes.com

School Holidays
Leaving
Lismore Transit Centre
8.00am
12.00pm
2.35pm
5.30pm

Arriving
Nimbin – Main St. (Park)
8.30am
12.35pm *
3.10pm
6.00pm

Leaving
Nimbin – Main St. (Park)
9.00am
12.45pm
3.25pm
6.05pm

Arriving
Lismore Transit Centre
9.35am
1.15pm *
4.10pm
6.35pm

No Public Holiday Service
Wheelchair access available

Some buses connect in Nimbin for
operators to Murwillumbah
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START THE GOOD LIFE!

HUGE PRICE REDUCTION!
OWNER WANTS A SALE
READY, SET, BUILD!

$260,000

Such a great location with 1¼ acres of mostly level land enjoying
superb views out to Blue Knob Mountain. At the rear of the block
is a huge, quality colorbond shed which houses two fully lined
rooms ready for finishing. Ideal accommodation whilst building
your new home. The rest of the shed provides a double height
large workshop area to work in the dry. At the back is a usable
kitchen and bathroom/toilet. A great house site awaits at the
front of the block to soak up the views.

VILLAGE HOME WITH HUGE PLUS
$350,000

MOUNTAIN HIGH

$595,000

STUNNING VISTA

$430,000

Set on a magnificent plateau is this outstanding 177 acre property
which has a balance of open rich horticulture land with red and
brown soil and wonderful established hardwood forest running to
dense rainforest on cliff faces. New 40x60 foot colorbond shed
with self contained living quarters and mezzanine in one end,
workshop with two huge roller doors in the other, water tank and
pressure pump. Situated at the end of the road with privacy plus,
with abundance of water from creeks and spring fed dams.

NATURE’S PLAYGROUND

$435,000

Set on 32 peaceful acres bordering Hanging Rock Creek, this
neat and tidy old farm is deceptively large. With 4 bedrooms,
a closed-in veranda, slow combustion heater, small deck,
bathroom with separate toilet and beneath the carpets are
polished timber floors. Household water is pumped from creek
to holding tanks by remote controlled pump, plus rainwater tank
for drinking. The land is currently used for cattle agistment and
has appropriate fencing, 6 dams cattle yards and sheds.

LOFT APARTMENT AND WORKSHOP
$225,000

This two bedroom plus sleep out village home comes with the
added bonus of two separate lots. Sitting on a huge 5448m2 block
and enjoying its village location, the potential of this property is just
waiting to be exploited. Village homes are in short supply and with
these extra lots it is a rare opportunity for the investor or someone
wanting the convenience of village living on a huge block. This is
one not to miss.

Beautiful flowering gardens surround this 2 storey, 3 bedroom
home set on 43 acres of rolling land. The home is ideally situated
on a gentle plateau with 8 acres of cleared paddock with mature
shade trees, the balance is regenerating forest. The property has
an abundance of water from a spring and rainforest creek complete
with swimming hole. The home has a light and airy feeling with an
open plan lounge kitchen dining area and downstairs a rumpus
room/workshop, laundry and toilet plus storage.

Located only moments walk from the heart of Nimbin, you’ll find
this funky loft apartment amongst the iconic bush theatre, cafe
and shops. Overlooking lush greenery and the Mulgum Creek
and bridge, this apartment offers living over three levels with a
workshop located on the ground floor – perfect for an up and
coming business! On the middle and top floor you’ll find two
large living areas with polished floors throughout.

CONVENIENT RURAL LIVING

$365,000

PRIVATE WATERFALL

NO MORE BILLS

BUY NOW AND SAVE

$245,000

SPACIOUS COLONIAL

180 degree views to Nimbin Rocks, Blue Knob and Sphinx Rock
are extremely eye-catching from this 3 acre block. Not only are
the views outstanding but there is also a lovely flowing creek with
private waterfall and swimming hole. The block is located at the
end of Tulsi Lane and has access available to cross the creek
to the remainder of the private acreage. Great building sites are
available from this unique parcel of land giving you a nice touch
of nature and truly spectacular views all in a top spot.

$310,000

At the end of the road and backing onto forest and cliffs, this
3 bedroom house on 2 acres is a private hideaway. Set up for
self sufficiency, it boasts dual solar systems and a 300w Pelton
Wheel water turbine generator for cloudy days. A wide variety of
established fruit and nut trees, gravity fed spring water, 21,000
litre rainwater tank and 60,000 litre dam with pump, filter and
aerator (suitable for aquaculture) create the sustainable lifestyle
in an established child-friendly strata hamlet.

This charming weatherboard home has been relocated to this
growing estate ready for a fresh start. Inside are lovely original
features, timber floorboards, high ceilings, modern bathroom,
2 bedrooms + sunroom. Add your personal touches and realise
its true potential. There are options for parking underneath and
a verandah could take in the great surrounding mountain views.
Located only a short walk to the Bowling Club, the property is
eligible for the first home owner scheme, offering a $15,000 grant.

$259,000

This home has retained much of its original features and charm.
Boasting 5 spacious bedrooms, each with access to its own
verandah and a huge kitchen dining area. The lounge is the
heart of the home and is warmed by a wood heating stove.
Houses of this size are hard to find and would make a wonderful
home for the larger family or super investment. A five-minute
walk to the village centre and all its facilities make this such an
easy place to call home.

74a Cullen Street, Nimbin
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Sitting on 1/2 acre in a quiet residential street just outside Nimbin,
this three bedroom (plus huge rumpus space) family home
offers an exceptional lifestyle. The home is very well equipped
for a sustainable lifestyle, with grid connected solar and solar
ready hot water systems. Garden features mature mandarin,
macadamia and mulberry trees, with plenty of room for a veggie
patch. Convenient to town, this property has all the benefits of
rural living, without the maintenance of larger acreage.

$230,000

02 6689-1498

John Wilcox 0428 200 288
Chris Clarke 0459 356 236

www.nimbinhills.com.au
nimbin.goodtimes@gmail.com

